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4 July 2017 

A Conversation between 
Michelle Son and Sara Giannini 
Belly Buster is the name of the drill that was designed by the 
CIA for implanting listening devices into walls and objects.  
It is also the title of Michelle Son’s first solo exhibition in 
Amsterdam. Overlooking the Westerpark, we unpacked language 
through discussing the cinepoems of Benjamin Fondane, animal 
communication and (m)other tongues. These ideas and her written 
“unfilmable scenarios”, bring her closer to looking at the unspeakable 
as a way out of silence and out of the rationality of language.

M Overall, I envision the show to be a scripted space in which 
listening can be a mental, haptic and silent experience. Wanting 
to stage the unfilmable and playing with sound as an invisible 
material, I decided to turn the “set” into a large-scale sound system.  
So the sound scenarios will be played from within the belly of  
the set, supported by a corresponding lighting system. I’m a fan of  
Guy de Cointet’s drawings in which he would create these 
compositions of lines that represent entire sentences. So these 
encoded light signals will work together with the sound piece, and 
continue to “talk” in silence. 

Then you’d walk upstairs and find a silent video of a courtship dance 
between two albatrosses. Albatrosses are the only birds to have a 
single partnership for life.

(plays video)

S (laughs) What is the sound?

M You can hear their beaks tapping and some high-pitched 

whistling sounds. It’s really amazing cos they could be away from 
each other for years, but then they’re still able to find each other 
through this dance.

S So the dance is pretty important cos it’s what marks your 
partnership forever.

M Yes.

S Do you know which one is male and which one is female?

M It’s really hard to tell.

S They’re very similar in size and shape and color. And the dance 
is very equal too. They perform the same gestures and movements. 
It’s really funny. 
 
I don’t know why you were looking into birds, but they clearly 
are very linguistic animals. In mythology and occultism, their 
language is referred to as the “Language of the Gods”, or the 
“Green language”. Some call it the “language of unsaying”, because 
what needs to be said is actually not said. The language of birds 
is archetypical of language’s lack of clarity and its symbolic 
qualities. Interestingly, some historians trace the development 
of written language in connection to the language of birds.  
The Egyptian god of writing for instance, Thoth, is represented by 
the ibis. 

M To be honest, I don’t know too much about bird  
languages, but I am interested in observing animal communication 
and how they go beyond our own understanding of language systems, 
through gestures, behaviours, pitch and tone and this dance! is an 
interesting form of encoded communication.

S It’s funny, I have a phobia of birds or flying animals, 
from insects – butterflies in particular – to birds. It freaks me 
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out to have this flying entity that can just attack me or touch 
me. Also, if I think about their bones, if I imagine touching a  
bird, I would just die, I find it very disgusting. I don’t know why…

(laughter)

M Going back to the show, I imagine that this scripted 
space would be a journey with Benjamin Fondane, who as a 
writer, poet and philosopher, sought comfort in silent cinema 
as a way out of the rationality of language. But at the same time, 
he detested the fact that sound films or talkies had become a 
form of entertainment. Yet, he also enjoyed the way that cinema 
as entertainment could challenge the idea of the classical man.  
So he produced one of his most playful works, his Trois Scenarii: 
ciné-poèmes. They are poems written in the form of a film script, in 
which each numbered line can exist as an image off the screen.

This of course excited me in observing a way to move through 
language without rejecting it. I’m now in the process of  
writing my own 3 cinepoems for the show and in some parts 
of the script, it’s pushed me to reduce language to its most 
economical state. I’ve left out articles as if each line would read 
as a newspaper headline which I have always found rather  
absurd cos it usually sounds so definitive and seems to over-simplify 
the absurdity of daily news.

Fondane’s cinepoems are very playful works, even though  
he is considered to be a very dark existential philosopher who has 
been described as dealing with “a despair bordering on the scared”. 
This could be interpreted in a nihilistic sense, but I don’t think of 
Fondane in this way because as much as he had a rebellious spirit,  
he was still finding a way to maintain an affection for language, 
without totally annihilating it or abandoning it.

S Even if I only know Fondane through your own words, 
it seems to me that he shared the same distrust in language 

typical of many writers, artists and intellectuals of his time.  
I think of Artaud, Benjamin, Beckett, and even the Dadaists 
and Surrealists… They were all pointing to the inability of 
language to really speak when used as a mystified commodity.  
This commodity language can be seen as a transactional  
currency where words are believed to correspond to fixed 
meanings and we just exchange words and meanings in a 
conventional way or within a social contract. But in fact  
meaning is never really fixed. It is always mobile and poetry  
or art can be that place out of that social contract where 
signifiers are twisted against their usual self and can reach  
out to other conceptual dimensions.

M I think it also important to mention that the cinepoems 
were written after Fondane had lost faith in poetry itself.  
So from what I’ve read, he didn’t view the cinepoem  
as a poem, it was neither poetry, nor cinema either, so it was

S in between

M Well, it was boldly paradoxical because it was both a 
rejection of poetry and a poem in itself. I enjoy this paradoxical 
state. He is quoted as having said “in the middle of the night,  
I began to scream without words” which I think basically  
explains how he felt about, not only about the limits of 
language but about an inner nonverbal form of expression; 
the unspeakable.

S I think that readers of Fondane could relate this wordless 
cry to his status as a Jew in Nazi Europe. It is slightly Adornian 
too, the feeling that even poetry is unable to express such  
deep horror and despair. 

Personally, I don’t know how I feel about the unspeakable.  
It is something I have been preoccupied a lot with recently.  
I exist and work with language and through language, but at 



the same time, I’m very drawn to what lies behind or outside  
language, or even how language can undo itself from the  
inside. It’s a form of “literal contra-diction”: a diction that  
goes against itself. Very recently, for a project at the Van 
Abbemuseum in Eindhoven, I worked with two performance 
artists and people with different language dis/abilities on a series 
of performance/workshops. We all communicated in the outskirts of 
verbal and grammatical language, through un-coded, bodily sounds, 
movements and gestures, sometimes words appeared but never within  
syntactical structures. It was quite astonishing for me to  
venture into this wordless space for the first time. 

M I think silence could be considered as a common 
language. And as long as I have the ability to speak, to read  
and to write, I want to try and use it. This work is not about 
unlearning language but to actually use it; to find ways to  
move through it. 

It’s not purely about the repression of language, it’s also light and 
playful and facetious all at once. While writing the scripts, I imagined 
Fondane, Chris Morris (English satirist) and David Attenborough 
(wildlife documentary filmmaker) playing charades in a bar, listening 
to songbirds like Yma Sumac, Minnie Riperton and Mariah Carey.

S I am often busy thinking (and writing) about the interstice 
between our mother tongue and the other tongues and how to go 
from one to the other, where the other is in fact a multiplicity of 
tongues. When we say mother tongue, we are also implying 
that the tongue is our mother, that we are generated by language.  
It makes me think of this statement by the Italian actor and poet 
Carmelo Bene who said “we believe we speak while we are 
spoken.” Language exists before us and we exist in language.  
In a way, communicating is just quoting. We constantly quote from 
the paradigms of language, from the history of what has been said 
and written. We mix, we play, we borrow all the time. We are in 
constant debt!

M Totally! I actually brought a copy of my “Manual on Madness” 
which investigates language through definitions of madness,  
and the first quote that appears reads: “In learning one’s mother 
tongue, one is unaware of imitating other people”.

S Oh yeah! It makes me think of a funny anecdote: Before 
moving to Amsterdam, I lived and worked in Germany for a 
few years. During this period, I learned German like a child, 
by just being exposed to it. Obviously the person that I spoke to 
the most was my boss. We were sharing the same office and after 
a while, people started to tell me that I was speaking like her.   
I assimilated her way of speaking. She was my “mother tongue.”

M I was thinking about what you were saying last week about 
finding voice actors. Because I’ve written the scenarios in English 
(my mother tongue), I’m still torn between whether I should read 
them or get someone else because – and this is tricky – Fondane’s 
cinepoems were were deliberately not meant to be made…

S Yeah, I think that between the two options there is a shift 
from the authority of language to the authority of the author.  
If you give it to someone else to read, then you have the question of 
what type of English: British English, American English, Irish, … 
what is the most authentic, neutral English? Is there even something 
such as authentic English? It becomes very political.

M Yes, I don’t want to engage in the political aspect of 
language. This work is not about that. I also want to share with 
you, E.M. Corian’s opinion of the mother tongue who said:  
“It is impossible to write real poetry in a language that is not native 
to you. To be a poet is not really a choice; poetry is only written with 
words that are inborn, that are unconscious. A second language will 
always remain a conscious one and so something exterior. But poetry 
is always subterranean.” 

S Last time you told me that Fondane was very skeptical 



about the introduction of sound in cinema. It made me think 
of Artaud, who also rejected sound cinema and had a very 
conflictual relationship with language in general. Do you  
know if they worked together or met in Paris?

M  I don’t think they worked together but Fondane was a 
supporter of Artaud. (reads from a “Beyond the Avant-garde: Benjamin 
Fondane” by Monique Jutrin, Société d’Études Benjamin Fondane. From Dada to 
Infra-noir: Dada, Surrealism, and Romania. 2015)

He encouraged Artaud to continue his efforts to free theater from 
the constraints of the text. This desire for a pure theater, a theatrical 
lyricism, relates to Fondane’s passion for silent film. In an article 
on Maeterlinck, he describes his vision for a theater without words: 

For the theater is without contours or limits because the soul is 
without contours or limits. In life, there are moments where the abyss 
is so near that the scream itself is dissonant. Man loses his gestures 
and his logic. He cannot speak. He goes silent.

S Wow, it kind of puzzles me that he moved from silent cinema 
back to writing again with the cinepoems, that are a textual translation 
of potential images. His escape from language brought him back 
inside its maternal womb. I’m wondering what pushed him out of 
cinema. Is there any critique of the image that you know about?

M   He had worked at Paramount pictures and made two films but 
he was a man of the written word so I’m guessing that he still had a 
need to write. 

S  I was asking because I feel that for us living under this total 
visual regime, a simple text can be very “spacy”. Images can be so 
imposing and limiting; so full of themselves. Of course images are 
open to interpretation too but they possess our minds, while a text 
is much more elusive. I feel that as readers or listeners, we can exist 
more in bare language, we can carve out our own space. 

M Yes, because it sparks a private imagination and I think the 
idea of “eavesdropping” really allows your imagination to just run 
riot without being seen, which is a lot like a process of writing; it’s 
a private process. This private imagination is only possible though 
reading or listening, which is why I decided to work with sound.  
I was more interested in triggering private images than only creating 
visible images. 

S Yes, totally. Reading or listening allows a space of intimacy 
and nudity, which is unexposed. It is something that we need to 
protect. In this sense, I really like that you decided to stage the void. 
It is very powerful. I really like that. 

What social media are you on? 

M I’m only on Facebook.

S Me too. Well, you must have noticed that if you post an image 
and especially if it is a catchy image, you automatically get a lot 
of likes. Instead, if you just post text, it goes mostly unnoticed, or 
“unliked”. I guess that this is why they have recently introduced 
this feature through which you can post a text in flashy coloured 
windows so that the text becomes an image and therefore people get 
to see it. It is as if the text would slowly be disappearing, we don’t 
see it anymore. Textual language is a linear construction and really 
only happens through time. It is a sort of time-sequence if you want.  
So there has to be time for language to appear. You can’t get it through 
a single glance, unlike the image. The image is synthetic, it can exist 
out of time, or as Benjamin said in a “standstill.”

M I wanted to go back to the final image of my manual which 
I thought I would end with a “full stop image” because such an 
ambiguous image cannot be really explained in words. This is the 
power of images in this sense then.
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Michelle Son Scripting spaces is an activity that shapes 
Michelle Son’s artistic practice. Her curiosity for psychosocial 
and anthropological phenomena is played out through her use  
of language and literary devices. This forms the structure for 
multiple media to activate a space, through sound, performance 
interventions, video, sculpture or hybrid writing practices.  
Michelle Son was born in Johannesburg, South Africa and  
graduated in Fine Art from the Gerrit Rietveld Academy.  
She has exhibited at Vlaamse Cultuurhuis de Brakke Grond 
(Amsterdam), Kunstpodium T (Tilburg) and The Teylers Museum 
(Haarlem). www.michelleson.co.za

Sara Giannini is an independent curator, writer and 
semiotician based in Amsterdam. Her engagement with the 
curatorial arises from the desire to enable autonomous spaces of 
artistic expression, linguistic experimentation and disciplinary 
transvestitism. Stretching curatorial formats beyond the 
exhibition, her projects develop as experimental, often long 
term, endeavours with artists, institutions, and practitioners in  
different fields. Projects include the VOLUME project, (2013-2014), 
Unfold: the VOLUME project (2015- ), Heterotropics (2016- ).  
She is currently research fellow at the Van  Abbemuseum,  
Eindhoven, with OWNNOW: René Daniëls, exploring the  
possibility of a “language that does not kill.”
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